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'The Traace; A mark of something from the past in the present, 
permanently or fleetingly'



Founded in 2015 by Catherine Wu in Sydney, Australia, The Traace is a jewelry brand 
occupying a niche for luxury pieces that are eminently wearable and have a keepsake 
quality.  The Traace is where fossilised and archaeological forms take on a fresh, unique 
perspective.  Catherine's pieces are based on her desire to bring life and movement to 
the found and curated objects she has collected and admired over the years.   Her 
inspiration is to take them to another level by updating their context as contemporary 
jewelry pieces with clear, assured lines and measured substance. 

The Traace has a strong vision about deep time, expressed through the histories of our 
oceans. The focus is the forms created by life in the sea.  Whether they are extinct or 
continue to evolve, these forms possess a special value, connecting us all now, to the 
deep past.  The pieces capture the way in which the physical histories of our natural past 
can be appreciated at different levels of design detail – from rare physical forms to 
unique patterns of anatomical parts - to build layers of narrative with a fresh point of 
view.   

The jewelry pieces are handmade, possessing a fine, artisan quality that is wholly 
accessible as everyday adornment and as pieces that will carry the owner’s own stories. 
They are fashioned from fossils and especially hand-carved gemstones, polki, brilliant- 
cut and rose-cut diamonds which are set in both the softer look of 14k gold and the 
richer feel of 24k gold on 925 sterling silver.  Working closely with a Jaipur workshop, 
the pieces are handcrafted by artisans using methods which are steeped in the long, rich 
heritage of artisan jewellers, gem cutters and goldsmiths in India. 

At the forefront of Catherine's vision is the choice of fossils, pearls and gemstones that 
are natural, untreated and with inclusions that make statements about the processes and 
histories which make them distinctive. Combined with their handcrafted qualities, each 
piece that is ushered into the world by The Traace stands as a testament to the 
preservation of their unique characteristics and their own discreet stories with a 
contemporary voice. 

The Traace



Catherine draws on a wide variety of sources to constantly rethink the concepts presented in 
her work.  From her background in menswear design, academic work, through to her Chinese 
heritage, travels and love of sunny Sydney. 

Catherine studied fashion design and technologies in Sydney before starting her own small 
menswear label under her own name.  She subsequently worked abroad throughout the 90s, 
gaining experience in larger scale menswear companies.  Upon returning to Sydney, 
Catherine undertook studies at Sydney University in art history and theory and, later gained 
her doctorate with a PhD thesis  on cultural evolutionary theory which explored our 
engagements with the 'trace' of human histories. 

Having migrated to Australia with her family from Hong Kong at the age of four, Catherine 
knows no place better than Australia.   Growing up in a liberal Chinese family meant that her 
heritage was always complementary with her new home.  She  immersed herself in the 
cultures and landscapes of country New South Wales from the quiet, happy rhythms of the 
Central Western district, through to the distinct buzz and ochre coloured vistas of the 
Australian outback and mining towns.  Then, she moved to the beaches of South Australia 
and to Sydney, New SouthWales, which captivated her through colour, contrast and an 
exuberant culture.  It was a culture that was to bring into sharp focus her interest in the 
dynamics of  'ecologies'. 

Catherine's global travels continue to be framed through the many lenses of her experiences 
in Australia.  From deep geologic histories and richly varied landscapes, through to diverse 
cultures marked by the spectrum of peoples' music, languages, colour, food and their skills in 
fashioning physical objects.   
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TRILOBITE IN A CABINET 

Our play on the phrase 'cabinet of curiosities' and trilobites, sets the tone for the fossi
collection.   Trilobites were a diverse group of marine arthropods which first appeared

in the fossil record in the early Cambrian (about 540 million years ago) and went 
extinct in the Permian mass extinction.  They range from a few millimetres to about 
28 inches long.   We have framed our little Peronopsis trilobite in a onyx 'cabinet' and 

articulated her form in warm gold.  This is our homage to the Native American 
Pahvant Ute people who collected trilobites as protective amulets long before we knew

Our play on the phrase 'cabinet of curiosities' and trilobites sets the tone for our fossil 
collection. Trilobites are a diverse group of marine arthropods which first appear in the 
fossil record in the early Cambrian (540 - 490 million years ago) and went extinct in the 

Permian mass extinction. They range from a few millimetres to about 28 inches long. We 
have framed our little Peronopsis trilobite in a onyx 'cabinet' and articulated her form in 

warm gold. This is our homage to the Native American Pahvant Ute people who 
collected trilobites as protective amulets long before we knew what they were!



DICKINSONIA DROPLET PENDANT 

Another striking member of our biota story is a hand-carved representation 
of Dickinsonia, an unknown life form  from the Ediacaran period (from 635 to 542 

million years ago).  Soft-bodied and multicellular, they disappeared several million years 
before the appearance of hard-shelled organisms of the 'Cambrian explosion'.  We have 

carved into iridescent labradorite the ridges and 'muscles' of the dynamism of Dickinsonia 
and inserted petite, brilliant-cut diamonds to give the impression of flicking water 

droplets! 



POLKI STUDDED STACKING RINGS 

Polki cut diamonds are one of the oldest forms of diamond cut originating from 
India, the original source of diamonds dating back some 3000 years ago.  Polki is the 

name used to refer to untreated diamond slices which are shaped through polish. 
Later styles of Jadau and Meenakari adopted the 'Mughal' diamond cuts of the 16th 
century through to the early 19th century, in which uneven and pear shapes are cut 

with small angles on the crown and a flat base.  Their appeal lies in the asymmetrical 
cutting to follow the rough stone, such that no two pieces are alike.  Polki and 

Mughal cuts have the effect of emphasising their distinctiveness without deeming 
them as flaws, as well as imparting a soft, flattering light rather than the dazzle of 
modern faceted cuts.  We have adopted the long-held appeal of polki diamonds by 
peppering them around the clean geometries of our contemporary stacking bands.



AUGER SHELL CUFF BANGLE 

Auger or Terebridae shells form the basis of a hand-carved design in the oceans story. 
 These gastropods are a spectacular group of coloured shell molluscs distinguished by 

their highly elongated structure, like a screw or auger. They tend to have flattened 
whorls which appear like a twist and have an asymmetrical aperture. The sea snails are 

sand-dwelling carnivores which typically sting their prey, such as marine worms.  In our 
cuff bangle, we have carved their twisting irregularities into petite pieces of gleaming 

metallic-like pyrite and inky black onyx set with rows of  discreet, sparkling diamonds.  



LIBI 

A special design from our fossil story is based on a deconstructed trilobite fossil. 
 From uniform stripes across the central axis of the body (thorax) through to the 

head structure (cephalon) from which pointed side plates (librigena) emerge, we have 
worked these anatomical characteristics into wearable pieces that are ambiguous 
enough to invite conversation, yet subtle enough to maintain their classic beauty. 

Their geometries hark to forms that are familiar to our visual repertoire including, 
fossilised shark and animal teeth, cultural artefacts like stone tools, arrowheads, 

knives, swords, as well as the ubiquitous structures of stripe designs. Our Libi ring 
makes a statement as the smooth curvature of a librigenal plate glides across the fore 

and middle finger in gleaming gold and sparkly, brilliant cut diamonds. 



ENCHANTING THINGS 

Our pieces are designed with luxury in mind, but also a playful sense of wearability 
through personal layering and juxtaposing.  One approach is with the beguiling charm. 

 Charms have a long cultural ancestry as expressions of our desires, fears and hopes. 
 Appearing in the early Neolithic (10, 000 BC) as stone, sea shell and bone amulets and 
in early China as jade animal talismans, they later developed ( 8800-3500 BC) as beads 

and zoomorphic pendants with metal inclusions.  The Babylonians and Persians 
fashioned crystals in the likeness of gods and beasts, while Egyptian pharaohs and 

Renaissance aristocrats made elaborate pieces ascribed with protective properties and 
curative powers.  In the modern era, we covet them as items of fashion and 

sentimentality.  At The Traace, we treasure them as objects with layered histories and 
personal stories. 
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